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GONALITY, APOLARITY AND HYPERCUBICS
PIETRO DE POI AND FRANCESCO ZUCCONI
Abstract. We show that any Fermat hypercubic is apolar to a trigonal curve,
and vice versa. We show also that the Waring number of the polar hypercubic
associated to a tetragonal curve of genus g is at most ⌈ 3
2
g − 7
2
⌉, and for an
important class of them is at most 4
3
g − 5
3
.
1. Introduction
Let C be a non-hyperelliptic, smooth, projective curve of genus g defined over
C and let RC := ⊕
∞
i=0H
0(C, ω⊗iC ) be its canonical ring. It is well-known that C is
isomorphic to the canonical curve Proj(RC), which embeds in P
g−1 as a projectively
normal variety and the homogeneous ideal IC of C in P
g−1 is generated in degree
2 unless C is trigonal or a smooth plane quintic, see [ACGH85].
Since Green’s seminal papers, [Gre84a], [Gre84b] and [Gre84c], the syzygies of
RC have been studied deeply by several authors; here we can quote, for instance,
[Sch86], [AV03], [Voi05].
In this paper we follow an approach we learned from [IR01]. We put Pg−1 :=
Proj(C[∂0, . . . , ∂g−1]) where C[∂0, . . . , ∂g−1] is the polynomial ring generated by the
natural derivations over C[x0, . . . , xg−1]. We consider η1, η2 two general linear forms
in C[∂0, . . . , ∂g−1] which can be assumed to be η1 = ∂g−1 and η2 = ∂g−2 and we
construct the ring A := RC〈η1,η2〉 . An easy computation shows that A is an Artinian
graded Gorenstein ring of socle degree 3. Then, by a result of Macaulay, it can be
realised as A =
C[∂0,...,∂g−3]
F⊥η1,η2
where Fη1,η2 ∈ C[x0, . . . , xg−3] is a cubic homogeneous
polynomial and F⊥η1,η2 := {D ∈ C[∂0, . . . , ∂g−3]|D(Fη1,η2) = 0}.
In this way, it remains defined a rational map:
(1) αC : Gr(g − 2, g) 99K Hg−3,3
where Gr(g− 2, g) is the Grassmannian of (g− 3)-planes in Pg−1 and Hg−3,3 is the
space of hypercubics in Pˇg−3 modulo the action of PGL(g − 2,C).
We will analyse this map when C has a g1n, that is, it is an n : 1 covering of
the projective line. In particular, the above construction applied to the case of
trigonal curves, i.e. n = 3, gives a nice correspondence to the Fermat cubics in
g − 2 variables, and vice versa:
Theorem A. A canonical curve C is either trigonal or isomorphic to a smooth
plane quintic if and only if Fη1,η2 ∈ C[x0, . . . , xg−3] is a Fermat cubic, where η1, η2 ∈
H0(C, ωC) are general 1-forms.
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Theorem A confirms the intuition that the more special is the curve, the more
special is the cubic; in other words, that the image of the map αC depends on the
geometry of C.
In general, our method to estimate the Waring number of Fη1,η2 requires to find
the degree of a surface S such that C ⊂ S ⊂ X , where X is a rational normal scroll
of dimension n− 1.
For tetragonal curves we show that S can be obtained as a rational surface such
that the g14 is cut by a pencil of conics; more precisely,
Theorem B. If a canonical curve C has a g14, then Fη1,η2 is a sum of cubes of at
most ⌈ 32g −
7
2⌉ linear forms, where η1, η2 ∈ H
0(C, ωC) are general.
We show that the above bound is sharp for small genera and it is always bet-
ter than the one in [IR01]; we analyse in particular the case of genus 7 (Subsec-
tion 4.3.2), showing that, for the general tetragonal curve [C] ∈ T7 (T7 ⊂ M7 is
the tetragonal locus, which is irreducible of dimension 17), the corresponding Fη1,η2
is the sum of exactly 7 cubes, and, for [C] ∈ T
(3)
7 (T
(3)
7 ⊂ T7 is the locus of the
curves carrying exactly 3 linear series g14 ’s; it has dimension 16), Fη1,η2 is the sum
of exactly 6 cubes, in Proposition 8.
Then, in Subsection 4.4, we have extended the method we used in Subsec-
tion 4.3.2 to some classes of tetragonal curves contained in balanced rational normal
scrolls, see Propositions 9, 10, and 11, finding—for these curves—better estimates
than the one in Theorem B. We have been able to extend the method to produce
surfaces of the desired degree also for curves contained in non-balanced scrolls, see
Proposition 12; but the essential result given in Lemma 6 is not easy to generalise
to the obtained surfaces.
Then, in Subsection 4.5, we show that this construction can be extended to a class
of special curves of every gonality thanks to a referee’s suggestion. Nevertheless
the degree of such surfaces is, in general, rather high—at least higher than the one
of Iliev and Ranestad (or of Ciliberto and Harris [CH99]).
We could not find a generalisation of Theorem B to higher gonality, since in the
proof of it we used the fact that the rational normal scroll X which contains the
tetragonal C has dimension three, and therefore the surface S such that C ⊂ S ⊂ X
gives a divisor inX , while for higher gonality the rational normal scrollX has higher
dimension (more precisely, dim(X) = n− 1 for the n-gonal curve), and therefore S
has higher codimension.
Moreover, we observe that the obstruction to obtain the vice versa of Theorem
B (or even for the class of curves that we have studied) is that the geometry of
surfaces in Pg−1 of degree > g is not well understood.
We think that the following problem has its own interest:
Problem 1. Find a bound for the Waring number of the polar hypercubic associated
to a general n-gonal curve.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank K. Ranestad, E. Mezzetti, G. Sacch-
iero and M. Brundu for interesting discussions and suggestions, G. Casnati and E.
Ballico for the help to improve our work and for pointing out some inaccuracies
and valuable comments. We would like also to thank the anonymous referee for
important remarks and advices.
2. Apolarity and hypercubics
2.1. Apolarity. Let S := C[x0, . . . , xN ] be the polynomial ring in (N+1)-variables.
The algebra of the partial derivatives on S,
T := C[∂0, . . . , ∂N ], ∂i :=
∂
∂xi
,
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acts on the monomials in the following way
∂a · xb =
{
a!
(
b
a
)
xb−a if b ≥ a
0 otherwise
where a, b are multiindices
(
b
a
)
=
∏
i
(
ai
bi
)
, etc.
Obviously, we can think of S as the algebra of partial derivatives on T by defining
xa · ∂b =
{
a!
(
b
a
)
∂b−a if b ≥ a
0 otherwise.
These actions define a perfect paring between the homogeneous forms in degree
d in S and T :
Sd × Td
·
−→ C.
Indeed, this is nothing but the extension of the duality between vector spaces: if
V := S1, then T1 = V
∗.
Moreover, the perfect paring shows the natural duality between PN := Proj(S)
and PˇN = Proj(T ). More precisely, if c =: (c0, . . . , cN ) ∈ Pˇ
N , this gives fc :=∑
i cixi ∈ S1, and if D ∈ Ta,
D · f bc =
{
a!
(
b
a
)
D(c)f b−ac if b ≥ a
0 otherwise.
in particular, if b ≥ a
0 = D · f bc ⇐⇒ D(c) = 0.
Definition 1. We say that two forms, f ∈ S and g ∈ T are apolar if
g · f = f · g = 0.
Let f ∈ Sd and F := V (f) ⊂ P
N the corresponding hypersurface; let us now
define
F⊥ := {D ∈ T | D · f = 0}
and
AF :=
T
F⊥
.
Lemma 1. The ring AF is Artinian Gorenstein of socle of dimension one and
degree d.
Proof. See [IK99, §2.3 page 67]. 
Definition 2. AF is called the apolar Artinian Gorenstein ring of F .
It holds the Macaulay Lemma, that is
Lemma 2. The map
F 7→ AF
is a bijection between the hypersurfaces F ⊂ PN of degree d and graded Artinian
Gorenstein quotient rings
A :=
T
I
of T with socledegree d.
Proof. See [IK99, Lemma 2.12 page 67]. 
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2.1.1. Varieties of sum of powers. Consider a hypersurface F = V (f) ⊂ PN of
degree d.
Definition 3. A subscheme Γ ⊂ PˇN is said to be apolar to F if
I(Γ) ⊂ F⊥.
It holds the Apolarity Lemma:
Lemma 3. Let us consider the linear forms ℓ1, . . . , ℓs ∈ S1 and let us denote by
L1, . . . , Ls ∈ Pˇ
N the corresponding points in the dual space. Then
Γ is apolar to F = V (f), ⇐⇒ ∃λ1, . . . , λs ∈ C
∗ such that f = λ1ℓ
d
1 + . . .+ λsℓ
d
s
where Γ := {L1, . . . , Ls} ⊂ Pˇ
N . If s is minimal, then it is called the Waring number
of F .
Proof. See [IK99, Lemma 1.15 page 12]. 
By this lemma, it is natural to define the variety of apolar subschemes
VPS(F, s) := {Γ ∈ Hilbs(PˇN ) | I(Γ) ⊂ F⊥},
where Hilbs(Pˇ
N ) is the Hilbert scheme of length s zero-dimensional subschemes in
PˇN .
2.2. Hypercubics and canonical sections. Let C ⊂ P(H0(ωC)
∗) = Pˇg−1 be a
canonical curve. It is a well-known fact that C is arithmetically Gorenstein i.e. its
homogeneous coordinate ring, RC , is Gorenstein. Therefore, if we take two general
linear forms η1, η2 ∈ (RC)1 = H
0(ωC), then
T : =
RC
〈η1, η2〉
= Sym
(
H0(ωC)
〈η1, η2〉
)∗
is Artinian Gorenstein, and its values of the Hilbert function are 1, g − 2, g − 2, 1.
Therefore, the socledegree of T is 3, and by the Macaulay Lemma, this defines a
hypercubic in Proj(S) = P
(
H0(ωC)
〈η1,η2〉
)
, S := T ∗.
Thus, we have the rational map αC : Gr(g − 2, g) 99K Hg−3,3 introduced in (1).
2.2.1. Gonality. In the following sections we will study the image of the map αC .
We will show that this is related to study the gonality of C.
3. Trigonal curves
In this section we will prove Theorem A:
Theorem 4. Let C ⊂ P(H0(ωC)
∗) be a canonical curve. Then C is trigonal or
isomorphic to a smooth plane quintic if and only if for general η1, η2 ∈ H
0(ωC),
the image of the map f = αC
(
H0(ωC)
〈η1,η2〉
)∗
, defined in (1), is a Fermat cubic, i.e. it
is the sum of g − 2 cubes.
Proof. Assume that C is trigonal or isomorphic to a smooth plane quintic. Then
I(C) is not generated by quadrics by the Enriques-Petri Theorem (see for instance
[ACGH85]). In particular—again by Enriques-Petri—the quadrics determine a sur-
face S, which is a rational normal scroll (or the Veronese surface, in the case of
the plane quintic). Then, I(S) ⊂ I(C) and I(S)2 = I(C)2. This implies that the
ideal I := (I(S), η1, η2) gives a zero-dimensional scheme Γ of length the degree of
S and I(Γ) = I since S is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay. Since S is a surface of
minimal degree in Pˇg−1, then deg(S) = g − 2.
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By hypothesis, η1, η2 are general, then I gives g − 2 points in Pˇ
g−3, and by
Lemma 3, these determine g − 2 linear forms in Pg−3, ℓ1, . . . , ℓg−2 such that f =
λ1ℓ
3
1 + . . .+ λg−2ℓ
3
s.
Conversely, if the image of αC is a Fermat cubic for a particular choice of η1, η2 ∈
H0(ωC), i.e. for (
H0(ωC)
〈η1, η2〉
)∗
∈ Gr(g − 2, g),
we can fix coordinates (∂0, . . . , ∂g−3) on Pˇ
g−3 = Proj(T ) = P
(
H0(ωC)
〈η1,η2〉
)∗
and so co-
ordinates (x0, . . . , xg−3) on P
g−3 = Proj(S) = P
(
H0(ωC)
〈η1,η2〉
)
; therefore let us suppose
that
αC
(
H0(ωC)
〈η1, η2〉
)∗
= [x30 + · · ·+ x
3
g−3].
We can also suppose that the coordinates on the projective space P(H0(ωC)
∗)
are (∂0, . . . , ∂g−3, ∂g−2, ∂g−1), i.e. we can think of η1 and η2 as the hyperplanes
{∂g−2 = 0} and {∂g−1 = 0}, respectively.
Letting f := x30 + · · ·+ x
3
g−3, we only need to find f
⊥. It is easy to see that
f⊥ = (∂i∂j , ∂
3
i − ∂
3
j ), i, j ∈ {0, . . . , g − 3}, i 6= j.
Then, the quadrics of I(C) are of the form
Qi,j := ∂i∂j + ∂g−2Li,j + ∂g−1Mi,j ,
where Li,j and Mi,j are linear forms on Pˇ
g−1. By the Enriques-Petri Theorem,
(Qi,j) ( I(C) if and only if C is trigonal or isomorphic to a smooth plane quintic.
Now, (∂i∂j) ( f
⊥, since for example ∂30 − ∂
3
1 is not contained in the ideal (∂0∂1),
so (Qi,j) ( I(C): in fact, if it were (Qi,j) = I(C) this would imply (∂i∂j) = f
⊥.
We have just proven that, if for a particular choice of η1, η2 the image of αC is a
Fermat cubic, then C is trigonal or isomorphic to the plane quintic, while we have
seen before that if C is trigonal or isomorphic to the plane quintic for general η1, η2
the image of αC is a Fermat cubic. Then, if η1, η2 are general, f = αC
(
H0(ωC)
〈η1,η2〉
)∗
,
is a Fermat cubic. 
4. The tetragonal case
In order to analyse Fη1,η2 when C is an n-gonal curve, we recall some basic
well-known facts about rational normal scrolls.
4.1. Rational normal scrolls. By definition, a rational normal scroll (RNS for
short, in the following) of type (a1, . . . , ak), Sa1,...,ak , is the image of the P
k−1-
bundle P(E) = P(OP1(a1)⊕ · · · ⊕ OP1(ak)), π : P(E)→ P
1, via the map j given by
OP(E)(1) in P
N , N =
∑
ai + k − 1. Equivalently, one takes k disjoint projective
spaces of dimension ai, P
ai , and k rational normal curves Ci ⊂ P
ai , together with
isomorphisms φi : P
1 → Ci (if ai 6= 0, constant maps otherwise); then
Sa1,...,ak =
⋃
P∈P1
〈φ1(P ), . . . , φk(P )〉.
We have also that
deg(Sa1,...,ak) =
∑
ai
= N − k + 1,
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and dim(Sa1,...,ak) = k. From the second description, it is an easy exercise to show
that, if P ∈ Ci, then the projection of Sa1,...,ak from P is a rational normal scroll
of type (a1, . . . , ai−1, ai − 1, ai+1, . . . , ak), with the convention
(a1, . . . , ai−1,−1, ai+1, . . . , ak) = (a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , ak).
We note that j : P(E) → Sa1,...,ak ⊂ P
N is an isomorphism (and Sa1,...,ak is
smooth) if (and only if) ai > 0, for all i.
The Picard group of P(E) is generated by the hyperplane class, defined by H :=
[j∗OPN (1)], and by its ruling, i.e. F := [π
∗OP1(1)], and the intersection product is
given by
Hk = N − k + 1, Hk−1F = 1, F 2 = 0.
Finally, we recall that the canonical class of P(E) is
KP(E) = −kH + (N − k − 1)F.
The following well-known theorem (due to A. Maroni, [Mar49]) relates the n-
gonal curves with the RNS:
Theorem 5. Let C ⊂ P(H0(ωC)
∗) be a canonical curve and n is an integer n ≥
4. Then C has a g1n if and only if it is contained in a rational normal scroll of
dimension n− 1 (and so of degree g − n+ 1). Moreover, the Pˇn−2’s which are the
fibres of the scroll, cut on C precisely the g1n.
Remark 1. We put n ≥ 4 only to avoid the case of the plane quintic, which has a
g25 instead of a g
1
3 . Of course it has a g
1
4 and it is contained in a rational normal
cubic threefold in Pˇ5.
Proof. By the geometric version of the Riemann-Roch Theorem, a divisor D ∈ g1n
generates a Pˇn−2 in Pˇg−1. The union of these Pˇn−2’s generates a rational scroll X
of dimension n − 1. Therefore it is a RNS or a projection of a RNS. It is not a
projection since C is projectively normal (and hence linearly normal).
For the vice versa, if C is contained in the scroll X , then the Pˇn−2’s of X
determine a linear system |D| of dimension at least one; then, again by the geometric
version of the Riemann-Roch Theorem, deg(D) ≤ n, and the theorem is proved.

Remark 2. A classical result (due to B. Segre, see [Seg28]) assure us that the above
Pˇn−2’s in the proof of the theorem are in general positions for the general curve,
and therefore X is smooth if the curve C is general.
To ease exposition, we give the following:
Definition 4. We say that a RNS X as in Theorem 5 is a balanced scroll, if
X = P(OP1(a1) ⊕ · · · ⊕ OP1(an−1)) is such that a = ⌊
g
n−1⌋ − 1, where a :=
mini∈{1,...,n−1}{ai}.
By a moduli computation we note that a general n-gonal curve is contained in
a balanced scroll (see for example [DG93], [Cha97], or [GV06, Corollary 3.3]).
4.2. Theorem B. We analyse a canonical curve C ⊂ P(H0(ωC)
∗) having a g14 .
Here, the intersection of the scroll X , given by Theorem 5, with the Pˇg−3, is no
longer given by a finite number of points, but it is a (rational normal) curve. Then,
we want to find a surface S such that C ⊂ S ⊂ X , and if η1 and η2 are two 1-
forms on C, then, letting Γ := V (I(S), η1, η2), it holds that I(Γ) is contained in
(I(C), η1, η2) = F
⊥.
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Lemma 6. Let φ|KS+C| : S → P
g−1 be a generically 1–1 map, where S is a rational
(smooth) surface and C is a smooth curve of genus g ≥ 4. Let us call Y (⊂ Pg−1)
the image of this map. Moreover, let η1, η2 ∈ H
0(OPg−1(1)) be general sections and
Γ := V (I(Y ), η1, η2) and finally, we suppose that (I(C), η1, η2) = F
⊥, where F is
a cubic polynomial in the dual coordinates. Then I(Γ) ⊂ (I(C), η1, η2).
Proof. Since I(Γ) is generated in degree 2 and 3, by the hypothesis on F , it is
sufficient to prove that H0(Pg−1, IΓ/Pg−1(j)) ⊂ (F
⊥)j , j = 2, 3.
Let D1, D2 ∈ |KS + C| be such that Di := {φ
∗(ηi) = 0)}, i = 1, 2. By
the cohomology of the standard resolution of IΓ/S := φ
∗(IΓ/Y ), we obtain that
H0(S, IΓ/S(2)) = φ
∗(η1)H
0(S,KS + C) + φ
∗(η2)H
0(S,KS +C) since S is regular.
Since H1(S,KS + C) = 0, then H
0(S, IΓ/S(3)) = φ
∗(η1)H
0(S, 2(KS + C)) +
φ∗(η2)H
0(S, 2(KS + C)).
Now, consider the standard exact sequence of ideal sheaves:
0→ IY/Pg−1(j)→ IΓ/Pg−1(j)→ IΓ/Y (j)→ 0;
Let Q ∈ H0(Pg−1, IΓ/Pg−1(j)), j = 2, 3. If Q ∈ H
0(Pg−1, IY/Pg−1(j)), we are
done; otherwise, we obtain a q ∈ H0(Pg−1, IΓ/Y (j)) ∼= H
0(S, IΓ/S(j)), and we can
conclude by what we have proven above.

Remark 3. Notice that the conclusion of Lemma 6 holds if the surface Y is arithmet-
ically Cohen-Macaulay. In the paper [IR01], they use the fact that their surfaces are
cones over arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay curves, hence any general linear section
of these cones is aCM.
Let us now prove Theorem B:
Theorem 7. If a canonical curve C ⊂ Pˇg−1 has a g14, then Fη1,η2 is a sum of cubes
of at most ⌈ 32g −
7
2⌉ linear forms, where η1, η2 ∈ H
0(C, ωC) are general 1-forms.
Proof. By Theorem 5, C ⊂ X , where X ⊂ Pˇg−1 is a rational normal smooth
threefold of degree g − 3. In the Chow ring of X the curve C is
[C] ∼ 4H2 + 2(5− g)HF
(see [GV06, Theorem 3.1]). By [Sch86, Corollary (4.4)] (see also §6 there), C is
the complete intersection of two irreducible surfaces of type
[Y1] ∼ 2H − b1F, [Y2] ∼ 2H − b2F, with b1 + b2 = g − 5.
It follows:
deg Yi = (2H − biF ) ·H
2(2)
= 2g − 6− bi, .(3)
Therefore, if b1 ≥ b2, then deg(Y2) ≥ deg(Y1) and, since b2 ≥ ⌊
g−5
2 ⌋, we deduce
deg(Y2) ≤ 2g − 6−
⌊
g − 5
2
⌋
=
⌈
3g − 7
2
⌉
.
We note that Yi restricts to a quadric on each fibre Π of the scroll X . The
intersection Y1 ∩ Y2 ∩ Π gives the four points of C which are a divisor of the g
1
4 .
Again by [Sch86, §6] at least Y2∩Π is generically irreducible. Moreover, Y2 satisfies
the hypothesis of Lemma 6 (see for example §5 of [Sch86]). Then, the theorem is
proved. 
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Remark 4. A more precise analysis of the proof of the preceding Theorem can be
done if we distinguish the cases in which g is odd or even: if g = 2k + 1 is odd,
it is immediate that the degree of both Y1 and Y2 is bounded by 2g − 6 − (k −
2) = 3k − 2 = 3g−72 ; instead, if g = 2k is even, we deduce that the degree of Y1
is bounded by 2g − 6 − (k − 2) = 3k − 4 = 32g − 4, which is strictly less than
2g − 6− (k − 3) = 3k − 3 = 32g − 3, the bound for Y2. The problem is that in this
situation Y1 could not be rational: in this case the g
1
4 is composed by an elliptic or
hyperelliptic involution: see [Sch86, §6.5].
The surfaces Yi of the proof of the above theorem has been studied before (in-
dependently to us) and more deeply in [BS] to give a stratification of the moduli
space of the tetragonal curves.
4.3. Low genus cases. We recall that every curve of genus g ≤ 5 has a g14 (see
[Har83, IV.5.5.1]); so let us start to analyse the cases of low genus:
4.3.1. g=6. In this case, C ⊂ Pˇ5 and deg(C) = 10. If C is tetragonal, it is contained
in a smooth cubic threefold and we find a sharp estimate: Theorem 7 says that there
is a surface of degree at most 6 containing C and contained in X . Indeed, from
Remark 4 we can see that C is contained in a quartic surface; but this is a surface
of minimal degree, and it is either a RNS, in which case C is trigonal, or it is a
Veronese surface, in which case the g14 is induced by the g
2
5 which corresponds to
the conics of the Veronese surface, in accordance with Enriques-Petri Theorem.
4.3.2. g=7. In this case, C ⊂ Pˇ6 and deg(C) = 12; if C is tetragonal it is contained
in a smooth quartic threefold. Theorem 7 says that there is a surface of degree
at most 7 containing C and contained in X . From—for example—[Muk95, §6],
we see that 7 is the correct estimate for a general tetragonal curve. But it is also
shown, again in [Muk95, §6], that for the special ones, i.e. if C possesses a g26 , then
C is contained in a (possibly singular) sextic del Pezzo surface. We give here an
alternative proof of the existence of this surface.
First, we note that the quartic scroll X which contains C is of type X =
P(OP1(1) ⊕ OP1(1) ⊕ OP1(2)). Let us consider our surface S as in the proof of
Theorem 7, i.e. [S] = 2H − bF as a divisor on X .
Then, we project the C to Pˇ2 by choosing the centre of projection π : Pˇ6 99K Pˇ2
a Pˇ3 generated by a general plane of the scroll and a general point P of the curve.
So, we obtain a singular plane curve Z of degree 7. Let Vi’s be the singular points
of Z. We can suppose that the points are of simple multiplicity mi.
Let us now suppose that the surface S containing C is the blowing-up of Pˇ2 in
the points Vi’s: π{Vi} : S → Pˇ
2. This means that the projection
π |S : S 99K Pˇ
2
is generically 1–1.
Let us denote by H := π∗{Vi}OPˇ2(1) the hyperplane section of S and by Ei’s
the (−1)-curves on S which correspond to the Vi’s. The complete linear system
|4H +
∑
i(1 − mi)Ei| gives a generically 1–1 map φ : S → Pˇ
6 such that C =
φ(π−1{Vi}(Z)). In fact, we can write, by adjunction
C ∈ |7H −
∑
i
miEi|
KS = −3H +
∑
i
Ei
ωC = (4H +
∑
i
(1−mi)Ei)|C .
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Then, the adjunction formula of C on S yields
(7H −
∑
i
miEi) · (4H +
∑
i
(1−mi)Ei) = 12
which means,
(4)
∑
i
mi(mi − 1) = 16.
If we take a general plane Πt, t ∈ P
1 of the ruling of the scroll ρ : X → P1,
then π |Πt : Πt → Pˇ
2 is a birational isomorphism. Now, through the four points
of C ∩ Πt there passes a pencil of conics ΛΠt . Denote by QΠt the generic conic
of ΛΠt . Let us denote by Q
′
Πt
:= π(QΠt). We want to show that there exists a
pencil Λ := {Q′t}t∈P1 in Pˇ
2 such that Q′t comes from a general specialisation of
QΠt . In fact, if we consider the projection of X from P , which we can suppose,
by its generality, it is a general point of C2, i.e. a unisecant conic of the scroll, we
obtain that X is mapped to a balanced scroll P(OP1(1)⊕OP1(1)⊕OP1(1)), and one
unisecant line gives in fact a fifth point in each plane which determines a conic in
each plane of the ruling and then a pencil of conics when we project further to Pˇ2.
So, Λ cuts the g14 on Z. Let A1, . . . , A4 be the base points of the pencil; by
construction, we have
Q′t |Z=
4∑
i=1
(niAi + P
′
it),
where {P1t, · · · , P4t} = Πt ∩ C and P
′
it = π(Pit). Without loss of generality, by
Bezo´ut, we can assume Vi = Ai, and by the generality of Q
′
t, ni = mi. But then
degQ′t |Z = 2degZ
= 14
= 4 +
4∑
i=1
ni,
which means
(5)
4∑
i=1
ni = 10,
from which we deduce
4∑
i=1
n2i ≥ 25,
which implies
4∑
i=1
n2i − ni ≥ 15.
Now,
∑r
i=1m
2
i −mi = 16 > 15, therefore r = 4, and from (5), we deduce
(6)
4∑
i=1
(mi − 1) = 6.
From this,
deg(S) = (4H +
∑
i
(1−mi)Ei)
2
= 16−
∑
i
(mi − 1)
2,
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but then, by (4) and (6)∑
i
(mi − 1)
2 =
∑
i
(mi(mi − 1)− (mi − 1))
= 16− 6
= 10
we obtain that
deg(S) = 6.
Therefore having assumed that S is the blowing-up of Pˇ2, we have that deg(S) = 6.
In particular [S] = 2H − 2F as a divisor on X , by (3).
By the above proof, if the singular points V1, . . . , V4 are distinct, then their
multiplicities must be m1 = m2 = 3 and m3 = m4 = 2, and therefore we have three
g14 on C: the first one given by the pencil of conics Λ, and the other two correspond
to the pencils of lines through V1 and V2.
Now we show the main result of this subsection that the canonical tetragonal
curves of genus 7 with a g26 can be realised exactly as the above blowing-up of a
curve Z.
Let us see this. First of all, we recall that, in general, the n-gonal locus is
irreducible in the (coarse) moduli space of algebraic curves of genus g, Mg; this
follows for example from [Ful69].
In the case g = 7, much more can be said: see for example [Muk95, Table 1],
where it is explained the stratification of this moduli space. In particular, inside
M7, which has dimension 18, there is the codimension one tetragonal locus, T7.
The general curve in it has only one g14 . Inside the tetragonal locus, there is the
locus of curves possessing a g26 , G
2
6 . G
2
6 has codimension one in T7 so, dimG
2
6 = 16.
The general curve in G26 has exactly two g
2
6 . Moreover it can have one, two or three
g14 .
This case has been analysed deeply in [CDC99]. First of all, one can observe
that T7 = T
(1)
7 ∪ T
(2)
7 ∪ T
(3)
7 ∪M
be
7 , where T
(i)
7 is the locus of the curves carrying
exactly i linear series g14’s, and M
be
7 is the bielliptic locus. One of the main results
of [CDC99] is that the loci T
(2)
7 and T
(3)
7 are (irreducible) rational subvarieties of
dimensions 15 and 16, respectively, ofM7. In particular, the general element of G
2
6
is in T
(3)
7 , i.e. it has three g
1
4 ’s.
Precisely, in [CDC99, §2] it is shown why T
(3)
7 is rational of dimension 16, with
the following geometric argument. Let C be our general tetragonal curve of genus
g = 7 carrying three g14 ’s. Then, C has a sextic plane model C˜ ⊂ Pˇ
3 with three
noncollinear nodes, which can be assumed to be P1 = (1 : 0 : 0), P2 = (0 : 1 : 0)
and P3 = (0 : 0 : 1). Clearly, such a model depends on the choice of the g
2
6 . Set
X := {P1, P2, P3}. If ϕ : C → C
′ is an isomorphism, then, in particular, it sends the
grn’s on C into g
r
n’s on C
′, thus it induces a birational automorphism φ ∈ BirX(Pˇ
2),
defined on the whole of Pˇ2 \X , leaving X fixed and sending C˜ to C˜′. BirX(Pˇ
2) is
generated by the torus of diagonal matrices PT ⊂ PGL(3), with dim(PT ) = 2, by
the standard quadratic Cremona transformation µ(x : y : z) = (yz : xz : xy), which
permutes the two g26 ’s on C and by the group of permutations of the Pi’s.
The subspace W ⊂ C[x, y, z] of forms of degree 6 representing plane curves
having singularities at the points Pi’s has dimension 19. Moreover, the action of
BirX(Pˇ
2) on Pˇ2 induces a linear action on |W |, i.e. BirX(Pˇ
2) can be realised as a
subgroup of PGL(W ).
Consider then the natural map p : GL(W ) → PGL(W ) and let us define G :=
p−1(BirX(Pˇ
2)) ⊂ GL(W ). Then, they notice that there exists a dominant rational
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mapW → T
(3)
7 , whose fibres are the G-orbits ofW , and therefore T
(3)
7 is irreducible
of dimension 16.
Let us show now that there is a map which associates our 7-tic Z ⊂ Pˇ2 to one
of their sextics C˜. We can suppose that the P1 = (1 : 0 : 0) and P2 = (0 : 1 : 0) are
the triple points of Z, and P3 = (0 : 0 : 1) and P4 = (1 : 1 : 1) are its nodes. The
two g26 on Z are given by the conics passing through P3 and P4, and through one
of the two double points, i.e. |Di| := |2H − P1 − P2 − Pi|, i = 3, 4. Therefore, a
map of the type
φD4 : Z 99K C˜
is what we were looking for. In fact, C˜ := φD4(D4) is a sextic which has P1, P2
and P3 as its singular points, and they are nodes.
Now, it is not difficult to show that we can come back from C˜ to one of our
Z. Then even our construction gives all the curves of genus 7 with a g26. Instead,
we give a computation with the moduli (and this is sufficient, since the moduli
spaces we are considering are all irreducible). As above, if ϕ : C → C′ (C and C′
canonical curves, normalisation of the two septics Z and Z ′) is an isomorphism,
then in particular, it sends the grn’s on C into g
r
n’s on C
′, and induces a birational
automorphism φ ∈ BirY (Pˇ
2) defined in Pˇ2 \ Y , where Y := {P1, P2, P3, P4}.
Now, the main difference with the case of the sextics is that for Z and Z ′ the
three g14 are given by the lines through P1 and P2, and the conics through Y ,
therefore in BirY (Pˇ
2) we have also the Cremona transformations of the plane which
send the lines through P1 (or P2) to the conics through Y . These transformations
form a group of dimension one, and BirY (Pˇ
2) is generated by these transformations
plus the maps which change P1 with P2 and P3 with P4.
Now, the subspaceW ′ ⊂ C[x, y, z] of forms of degree 7 representing plane curves
having singularities at the points Pi’s has dimension 9 ·4−2 · (3+6) = 18; therefore
the family of curves we have found has dimension 16 in T
(3)
7 , and therefore it
coincides with the whole T
(3)
7 .
So, we can summarise what we have proven in the following:
Proposition 8. The general element of T
(3)
7 can be obtained from a (tetragonal)
curve C ⊂ S1,1,2 ⊂ Pˇ
6 contained in a sextic rational surface S of type [S] = 2H−2F
in the rational normal scroll S1,1,2.
The projection π : Pˇ6 99K Pˇ2 from the Pˇ3 generated by a general plane of S1,1,2
and a general point of C, restricted to S, is generically 1–1 (i.e. S is the blowing-up
of this Pˇ2).
The curve Z := π(C) ⊂ Pˇ2 has degree 7 and has, as singular locus, four points
in general position, two of them are nodes and two are triple points.
Moreover, for the general tetragonal canonical curve of genus 7, the correspond-
ing cubic Fη1,η2 is the sum of exactly 7 cubes, while if a tetragonal canonical curve
of genus 7 is a general element of T
(3)
7 (i.e. it has two g
2
6’s), then Fη1,η2 is the sum
of exactly 6 cubes.
Proof. It remains to prove that Fη1,η2 is the sum of exactly 6 cubes. We refer to
[Fuj90] for general facts about low degree varieties. Since C is neither trigonal
nor degenerate, the degree of such a surface S cannot be ≤ 5, and S cannot have
sectional geometric genus zero (i.e. it cannot be a projection of a rational normal
surface).
If C is general, it cannot be contained in a surface of degree 6, since this cannot
have sectional geometric genus one; in fact, in this case, S is either a Del Pezzo
surface, and this would imply that there is a g26 on C, cut out by rational normal
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cubic curves of S, or a cone over an elliptic curve, and therefore projecting from
the vertex of the cone, we would see that C is bielliptic. 
4.4. Special tetragonal curves. In this subsection we want to generalise the
construction obtained in Subsection 4.3.2.
In the following Propositions 9, 10, and 11, the surfaces we consider are as in
Lemma 6, so we can apply them to the Waring problem.
We study first the case with g = 3k, since we can find explicitly a rational smooth
surface S of degree 43g − 3, such that C ⊂ S ⊂ X :
Proposition 9. Let C ⊂ P(H0(ωC)
∗) be a tetragonal canonical curve of genus
g = 3k, where k ≥ 2, contained in a rational surface S of type [S] = 2H − bF in a
balanced scroll X = P(OP1(k − 1)⊕OP1(k − 1)⊕OP1(k − 1)).
Let us suppose that the projection π : Pˇg−1 99K Pˇ2 from k − 1 general planes of
the scroll restricted to S is generically 1–1 (i.e. S is the blowing-up of this Pˇ2).
Then,
deg(S) =
4
3
g − 3,
or, equivalently, b = 23g − 3.
In particular, Fη1,η2 is a sum of cubes of at most
4
3g − 3 linear forms, where
η1, η2 ∈ H
0(C, ωC) are general.
Proof. The proof follows the idea behind our construction of T
(3)
7 . The image of
C under π is a singular plane curve Z of degree 2k + 2. Let Vi’s be the singular
points of Z. We can suppose that the points are of simple multiplicity mi.
By the hypothesis, we can think of the surface S containing C as the blowing-up
of Pˇ2 in the points Vi’s: π{Vi} : S → Pˇ
2. Let us denote by H := π∗{Vi}OPˇ2(1) the
hyperplane section of S and by Ei’s the (−1)-curves on S which correspond to the
Vi’s. The complete linear system |(2k−1)H+
∑
i(1−mi)Ei| gives a generically 1–1
map φ : S → Pˇg−1 such that C = φ(π−1{Vi}(Z)). In fact, we can write, by adjunction
C ∈ |(2k + 2)H −
∑
i
miEi|
KS = −3H +
∑
i
Ei
ωC = ((2k − 1)H +
∑
i
(1−mi)Ei)|C .
Then, the adjunction formula of C on S yields
((2k + 2)H −
∑
i
miEi) · ((2k − 1)H +
∑
i
(1 −mi)Ei) = 6k − 2
which means,
(7)
∑
i
mi(mi − 1) = 4k(k − 1).
If we take a general plane Πt, t ∈ P
1 of the ruling of the scroll ρ : X → P1, then
π |Πt : Πt → Pˇ
2 is an isomorphism. Now, through the four points of C ∩ Πt there
passes a pencil of conics ΛΠt . Denote by QΠt the generic conic of ΛΠt . Let us denote
by Q′Πt := π(QΠt). We want to show that there exists a pencil Λ := {Q
′
t}t∈P1 in Pˇ
2
such that Q′t comes from a general specialisation of QΠt . In fact, if we consider the
projection of X from k− 2 planes instead of k− 1, we obtain that X is mapped to
a balanced scroll P(OP1(1)⊕OP1(1)⊕OP1(1)), and one unisecant line gives in fact
a fifth point in each plane which determines a conic in each plane of the ruling and
then a pencil of conics when we project further to Pˇ2.
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So, Λ cuts the g14 on Z. Let A1, . . . , A4 be the base points of the pencil; by
construction, we have
Q′t |Z=
4∑
i=1
(niAi + P
′
it),
where {P1t, · · · , P4t} = Πt ∩ C and P
′
it = π(Pit). Without loss of generality, by
Bezo´ut, we can assume Vi = Ai, and by the generality of Q
′
t, ni = mi. But then
degQ′t |Z = 2degZ
= 4k + 4
= 4 +
4∑
i=1
ni,
which means
(8)
4∑
i=1
ni = 4k,
from which we deduce
(9)
4∑
i=1
n2i ≥ 4k
2,
and the equality holds iff ni = k, ∀i. Then
4∑
i=1
ni(ni − 1) ≥ 4k(k − 1),
which implies, by Equation (7), mi = ni = k for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 and mj = 0 for j ≥ 5.
Then,
(10)
∑
i
(mi − 1) = 4k − 4.
Now,
deg(S) = ((2k − 1)H +
∑
i
(1−mi)Ei)
2
= (2k − 1)2 −
∑
i
(mi − 1)
2,
but then, by (7) and (10)∑
i
(mi − 1)
2 =
∑
i
(mi(mi − 1)− (mi − 1))
= 4k(k − 1)− (4k − 4)
= 4k2 − 8k + 4
we obtain that
deg(S) = 4k − 3
=
4
3
g − 3.

Remark 5. We can show that the canonical curves and surfaces of the preceding
proposition actually exist, in the following way. From the proof of the proposition,
and with the same notation, we deduce that S is the image of the blowing-up of Pˇ2
in the points P1, . . . , P4 by the linear system |(2k − 1)H − (k − 1)
∑4
i=1 Pi|. Now,
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it is immediate to see that the dimension of |(2k − 1)H − (k − 1)
∑4
i=1 Pi| is at
least 3k + 1, and therefore, in order to show that S exists, it is sufficient to show
that this linear system is ample. This fact can be obtained by the Nakai-Moishezon
Criterion, [Har83, Theorem V.1.10]: in fact, first of all,
((2k − 1)H − (k − 1)
4∑
i=1
Pi)
2 = 4k − 3 > 0.
Then, if D is an irreducible curve in the blowing up of Pˇ2 in the points P1, . . . , P4,
we can think of it as D ∈ |aH −
∑4
i=1 biPi|, with a > 0, and bi ≥ 0, ∀i; if, by
contradiction, we suppose that L ·D ≤ 0, with L ∈ |(2k − 1)H − (k − 1)
∑4
i=1 Pi|,
then, we deduce that
(2k − 1)a− k
4∑
i=1
bi ≤ 0,
which means
4∑
i=1
bi ≥
(2k − 2)a+ a
k − 1
(11)
= 2a+
a
k − 1
(12)
> 2a.(13)
From this, since we can write
∑4
i=1 bi > 4
a
2 , we obtain
4∑
i=1
b2i > 4
a2
4
(14)
= a2.(15)
Now, since D is irreducible, we infer, by the Clebsch formula,
(16)
(
a− 1
2
)
−
4∑
i=1
bi(bi + 1)
2
≥ 0,
where pa(D) =
(
a−1
2
)
is the arithmetic genus of D. But, by (13) and (15),(
a− 1
2
)
−
4∑
i=1
bi(bi + 1)
2
<
a2 − 3a+ 2
2
−
a2
2
− a
= −
5
2
a+ 1 < 0,
which contradicts (16).
Analogously, we can deduce that there exists canonical curves C contained in S.
In fact C, in S, is
C ∈ |(2k + 2)H − k
4∑
i=1
Pi|.
Now, it is immediate to see that the dimension of |(2k + 2)H − k
∑4
i=1 Pi| is at
least 5k+5, and therefore, in order to prove our claim, it is sufficient to show that
the general element in this linear system is irreducible. This fact can be obtained
again by the Nakai-Moishezon Criterion: in fact, first of all,
C2 = ((2k + 2)H − k
4∑
i=1
Pi)
2
= 8k + 4 > 0.
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Then, if D ∈ |aH −
∑4
i=1 biPi| is an irreducible curve in S, as above, we deduce
that
(2k + 2)a− k
4∑
i=1
bi ≤ 0,
which means
4∑
i=1
bi ≥
(2k + 2)a
k
= 2a+
2a
k
> 2a,
and we can conclude as above.
Clearly, the same kind of results (with the same proofs) can be obtained in the
cases of the following Propositions 10 and 11.
We then pass to case g = 3k − 1:
Proposition 10. Let C ⊂ P(H0(ωC)
∗) be a tetragonal canonical curve of genus
g = 3k− 1, where k ≥ 2 contained in a rational surface S of type [S] = 2H − bF in
a balanced scroll X = P(OP1(k − 2)⊕OP1(k − 1)⊕OP1(k − 1)).
Let us suppose that the projection π : Pˇg−1 99K Pˇ2 from the linear space generated
by 2 general points of C and k − 2 general planes of the scroll, restricted to S, is
generically 1–1 (i.e. S is the blowing-up of this Pˇ2).
Then, deg(S) ≤ 43g −
5
3 (or b ≥
2
3g −
13
3 ).
In particular, Fη1,η2 is a sum of cubes of at most
4
3g −
5
3 linear forms, where
η1, η2 ∈ H
0(C, ωC) are general.
Proof. We can follow the proof of the preceding result: we have to consider a plane
curve Z of degree 2k+ 2. Let Vi’s be the singular points of Z, and we can suppose
that the points are of simple multiplicity mi.
We can think of the surface S containing C as the blowing-up of Pˇ2 in the points
Vi’s: π{Vi} : S → Pˇ
2. Let us denote by H := π∗{Vi}OPˇ2(1) the hyperplane divisor of
S and by Ei’s the (−1)-curves on S which correspond to the Vi’s. The complete
linear system |(2k−1)H−
∑
i(1−mi)Ei| gives a generically 1–1 map φ : S → Pˇ
g−1
such that C = φ(π−1{Vi}(Z)). Then, the adjunction formula of C on S in this case
yields
((2k + 2)H −
∑
i
miEi) · ((2k − 1)H −
∑
i
(1 −mi)Ei) = 6k − 4
which means, ∑
i
mi(mi − 1) = 2(2k
2 − 2k + 1).
Again, the g14 , is cut out on Z by a pencil of conics, and as in the proof of the
preceding proposition, with the same notations, we deduce
4∑
i=1
ni = 4k
and
4∑
i=1
n2i ≥ 4k
2,
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so that
4∑
i=1
n2i − ni ≥ 4k
2 − 4k.
The situation here is a little more complicated, since
∑r
i=1mi(mi − 1) = 4k
2 −
4k + 2 > 4k2 − 4k, so we have two possibilities. The first one is that r > 4, which
means that r = 5, m1 = n1 = · · ·m4 = n4 = k and m5 = 2, or r = 4, but then∑4
i=1 n
2
i = 4k
2 + 2 and
∑
imi = 4k.
Now,
deg(S) = ((2k − 1)H −
∑
i
(1−mi)Ei)
2
= (2k − 1)2 −
∑
i
(mi − 1)
2
=
∑
i
(mi − 1)− 1,
but then, if r = 5, we deduce
∑
i(mi − 1) = 4k − 2 and then we obtain that
deg(S) = 4k − 3
=
4
3
g −
5
3
;
if instead r = 4,
deg(S) = 4k − 5
=
4
3
g −
11
3
.

Finally, we analyse the case g = 3k + 1:
Proposition 11. Let C ⊂ P(H0(ωC)
∗) be a tetragonal canonical curve of genus
g = 3k + 1, where k ≥ 2, contained in a rational surface S of type [S] = 2H − bF
in a balanced scroll X = P(OP1(k − 1)⊕OP1(k − 1)⊕OP1(k)).
Let us suppose that the projection π : Pˇg−1 99K Pˇ2 from the linear space generated
by a general point of C and k − 1 general planes of the scroll, restricted to S, is
generically 1–1 (i.e. S is the blowing-up of this Pˇ2).
Then,
deg(S) =
4
3
g −
10
3
,
or, equivalently, b = 23g −
8
3 .
In particular, Fη1,η2 is a sum of cubes of at most
4
3g −
10
3 linear forms, where
η1, η2 ∈ H
0(C, ωC) are general.
Proof. As above we obtain a plane curve Z of degree 2k+3. Let Vi’s be the singular
points of Z, and we can suppose that the points are of simple multiplicity mi.
We can think of the surface S containing C as the blowing-up of Pˇ2 in the points
Vi’s: π{Vi} : S → Pˇ
2. Let us denote by H := π∗{Vi}OPˇ2(1) the hyperplane divisor of
S and by Ei’s the (−1)-curves on S which correspond to the Vi’s. The complete
linear system |2kH−
∑
i(1−mi)Ei| gives a generically 1–1 map φ : S → Pˇ
g−1 such
that C = φ(π−1{Vi}(Z)). Then, the adjunction formula of C on S in this case yields
((2k + 3)H −
∑
i
miEi) · (2kH −
∑
i
(1−mi)Ei) = 6k
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which means, ∑
i
mi(mi − 1) = 4k
2.
Again, the g14 , is cut out on Z by a pencil of conics, and as in the proof of the
preceding results, with the same notations, we deduce
4∑
i=1
ni = 4k + 2
and
4∑
i=1
n2i ≥ 4k
2 + 4k + 1,
so that
4∑
i=1
n2i − ni ≥ 4k
2 − 1.
The situation here is that
∑r
i=1mi(mi − 1) = 4k
2 > 4k2 − 1, and we can consider
only the case r = 4, for which
∑
i(mi − 1) = 4k − 2. Now,
deg(S) = (2kH −
∑
i
(1−mi)Ei)
2
= 4k2 −
∑
i
(mi − 1)
2
=
∑
i
(mi − 1)
= 4k − 2
=
4
3
g −
10
3
.

The worst estimate of the preceding proposition is 43g−
5
3 , which is the estimate
reported in the abstract.
4.4.1. A generalisation. In this subsection we will show that the bounds for the
surfaces given in the three propositions of Subsection 4.4 extends also to the case
where C is contained in a non-balanced scroll X .
Instead of a check case by case, where we expect even better estimates, we
concern ourselves only to extend the bounds to these special cases. To obtain this
result we consider the tetragonal loci Tg ⊂Mg inside the moduli space of smooth
curves of genus g. Let T sg ⊂ Tg be the loci of special tetragonal curves, i.e. not
contained in a balanced scroll. It can be shown that T sg is a proper subscheme of
Tg and then, given a curve C such that [C] ∈ T
s
g , there exists an open set U ⊂Mg,
the local universal family ρ : U → U and a nontrivial morphism ∆ → U , where
∆ ⊂ C is the unitary disk, such that the pull-back family π : C → ∆ has the central
fibre C0 = C which is a special tetragonal curve and the general one is in Tg \ T
s
g .
More formally, we recall that by the Hurwitz formula ωC ≃ f
⋆(ωP1)⊗R, where R is
the ramification divisor of the morphism f : C → P1 which gives the g14 . Since C is
general in T sg , we can assume 2p
1
∞+p
2
∞+p
3
∞ = f
⋆(∞) and 2p10+p
2
0+p
3
0 = f
⋆(0). In
particular, we identify a meromorphic 1-form dff ∈ H
0(C, ω(
∑3
i=1 p
i
∞ +
∑3
i=1 p
i
0)).
Inside the vector space H1(C, TC(−
∑3
i=1 p
i
∞ −
∑3
i=1 p
i
0)) which parametrises the
first order deformations of (C, p1∞, . . . , p
3
0), we want to identify the subspace Tf of
the first order deformations which extends the g14 . So, consider π : Cǫ → SpecC
[ǫ]
(ǫ2)
an infinitesimal deformation given by η ∈ H1(C, TC(−
∑3
i=1 p
i
∞ −
∑3
i=1 p
i
0)). Let
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P i∞, P
i
0 be the infinitesimal sections which extend p
i
∞, p
i
0, respectively, where i =
1, 2, 3. It is a trivial remark that the extension
(17) 0→ OC → Ω
1
Cǫ(log(
3∑
i=1
P i∞ +
3∑
i=1
P i0))|C → ωC(
3∑
i=1
pi∞ +
3∑
i=1
pi0)→ 0
represents the class
η ∈ Ext1(ωC(
3∑
i=1
pi∞ +
3∑
i=1
pi0,OC))
≃ H1(C, TC(−
3∑
i=1
pi∞ −
3∑
i=1
pi0)).
The fact that f extends translates to the fact that dff extends to a meromorphic
form dFF on Cǫ. This in turns means that
df
f belongs to the kernel of the co-boundary
operator in the long sequence of cohomology given by the sequence (17):
∂f : H
0(C, ω(
3∑
i=1
pi∞ +
3∑
i=1
pi0))→ H
1(C,OC).
Then Tf is contained in the orthogonal subspace of 〈
df
f 〉 with respect to the cup
product
H1(C, TC(−
3∑
i=1
pi∞ −
3∑
i=1
pi0))⊗H
0(C, ω(
3∑
i=1
pi∞ +
3∑
i=1
pi0))→ H
1(C,OC).
Since dimCTg = 2g + 3, Tf ⊂ 〈
df
f 〉
⊥ and dimC〈
df
f 〉
⊥ = 2g + 3 then it follows
Tf = 〈
df
f 〉
⊥ and that Tg is smooth around its general special points. Now we turn
to the pull-back family π : C → ∆ of the universal family ρ : U → U . By flatness of
ρ : U → U we also have the relative canonical fibration π′ : P → ∆ and inside it a
relative fibration π′ : X → ∆ where the general fibre is a balanced scroll Xt.
Proposition 12. Let C ⊂ P(H0(ωC)
∗) be a tetragonal canonical curve of genus
g. Assume that C is in the closure in Tg of the class of the curves studied in
Subsection 4.4; then it is contained in a surface S such that:
deg(S) ≤
4
3
g −
5
3
.
Proof. We assume that g = 3k − 1 and we will use Proposition 10. The other
cases are similar and give better bounds. Consider the relative canonical fibration
π′ : P → ∆ and inside it a relative fibration π′ : X → ∆ where the general fibre is
a balanced scroll Xt as we have done above. Up to restrict ∆ if necessary, we can
construct a fibered surface τ : P1∆ → ∆ whose fibre is a general section for the scroll
Xt. By generality of the section τ
−1(t) for the scroll Xt, it follows that τ
−1(0) is a
general section of X0. Then, by the generality of all the projections involved in our
method, taking a k− 2-multisection of τ : P1∆ → ∆ which gives exactly k− 2 points
on the fibre τ−1(0), we can perform relative projections which send the general
fibre of π′ : X → ∆ on a P(OP1 ⊕OP1(1) ⊕OP1(1)) ⊂ Pˇ
4 and the special fibre X0
on a suitable 3-fold. Then, up to restrict ∆ if necessary again, we can construct a
2-section of π : C → ∆ in order to relative project to Pˇ2. By [Har83, Proposition
III.9.8] we can construct a flat family of surfaces π′′ : S → ∆ whose general fibre
is embedded into the general fibre of the relative canonical fibration π′ : P → ∆.
These surfaces are obtained by the blowing up of Pˇ2×∆ along a 4 or 5 multisection
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by (the proof of) Proposition 10. Since the general fibre of π′′ has degree = 43g−
5
3
then the limiting surface S0 still satisfies this bound. 
4.5. Higher order gonality. Now we consider an n-gonal curve. Following a
referee’s comment we will show that it is possible to construct surfaces as in Sub-
section 4.4, but it turns out that the degree of them is too big. For simplicity, we
show this in the easiest case only, i.e. the case of the n-gonal curve such that n
divides the genus g of C.
More precisely, we can write g = (n − 1)k, and we can proceed as for Proposi-
tion 9: so we suppose that C ⊂ P(H0(ωC)
∗) is an n-gonal canonical curve of genus
g = (n − 1)k, where k ≥ 2, contained in a rational surface S in a balanced scroll
X = P(OP1(k − 1)⊕ · · · ⊕ OP1(k − 1)) of dimension n− 1.
Let us suppose also that the projection π : Pˇg−1 99K Pˇ2 from the linear space
generated by (k − 1) Pˇn−2’s general fibres of the scroll and (n − 4) points of C is
generically 1–1 (i.e. S is the blowing-up of this Pˇ2).
Let us find now the degree of S.
Indeed, if we project from (k− 1) Pˇn−2’s general fibres of the scroll, we arrive to
a Pˇn−2 which contains the image of the curve, Z ′. We have
deg(Z ′) = 2k(n− 1)− 2− (k − 1)n
= (k + 1)(n− 2).
If then we choose (n− 4) points on Z ′ and we project again from these points, we
find a plane curve Z of degree k(n − 2) + 2. As above, the Vi’s are the singular
points of Z, of simple multiplicity mi. In this case, the adjunction formula gives,
in the same way as we obtained Formula (7)∑
i
mi(mi − 1) = nk(nk − 1)− 4k
2(n− 1).
If we take a general (n−2)-plane Πt, t ∈ P
1, of the ruling of the scroll ρ : X → P1,
then C ∩ Πt is given by n points {P1t, . . . , Pnt}. Now take a general section of the
scroll. We have now (n+1) (general) points in Pˇn−2 ∼= Πt, and through them there
pass only one rational normal curve (of degree (n− 2)). If we project these curves
to Pˇ2, we see that there exists a pencil Λ of rational curves of degree (n− 2) which
cuts the g1n on Z. Let A1, . . . , A(n−2)2 be the base points of the pencil; as above,
we write:
(18) Q′t |Z=
(n−2)2∑
i=1
niAi +
n∑
i=1
P ′it,
where Q′t ∈ Λ and the P
′
it’s are the projection of the points Pit’s, and t ∈ P
1, as in
the proof of Proposition 9. Calculating the degree, we obtain, as in Formula (8)
(19)
(n−2)2∑
i=1
ni = (n− 2)
2k + n− 4.
We note that we can write an inequality as in Formula (9). It is not restrictive
to suppose that Vi = Ai (for the first (n − 2)
2 Vi’s) and that mi = ni; then, by
Formulas (18) and (19) we deduce
deg(S) = (k(n− 2)− 1)2 −
∑
i
(mi − 1)
2
= kn2 − 5kn+ 8k − n2 + 5n− 7 +
∑
i>(n−2)2
(mi − 1),
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which unfortunately is greater than 2g− 3, which is the estimate of Iliev-Ranestad
and Ciliberto-Harris, if n≫ 0.
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